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1. WHEREAS, during fall 1991 the only computer labs available in
2. the evening from the second day of finals were Ivinson and
3. Coe; and
4. WHEREAS, those two labs only provided 28 terminals for
5. students; and
6. WHEREAS, students pay a $2.00 user fee per semester and
7. depend on these computers to complete assignments; and
8. WHEREAS, the user rate was over 100% at Coe Library on the
9. third day of finals and still 100% on the fifth day of
10. finals; and
11. WHEREAS, the Union lab is centrally located and would furnish
12. more terminals for students' use;
13. THEREFORE, be it resolved that ASUW supports Computer
14. Services' operating the Union lab, and all other necessary
15. facilities, at regular or extended hours through the fifth
16. day of finals in accordance with demand.
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